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Introduction: We welcome you to explore the land-
ing site of the Mars 2020 Perseverance rover in an in-
teractive hiking map loaded with orbital imagery, terrain
data and virtual 3D panoramic views of Jezero crater and
its surrounding area! The map allows fast zooming and
panning for the exploration of the available data in sev-
eral magnitudes of scale levels from far away until cen-
timeter detail. It also seamlessly integrates several way-
points with pre-rendered virtual 360° panoramas and the
first real panorama stitched together from 79 individual
image from the Mastcam-Z instrument taken on the af-
ternoon of Sol 4 (link to product page).

System Design: The general architecture follows the
principles used for the HRSC Mapserver [1], see Fig-
ure 1. In contrast to the Mapserver’s intended use as
a science-based data-portal and dissemination platform,
the Jezero map was also planned as an public outreach
application. But it serves as the first prototype of a
next-generation infrastructure for disseminating upcom-
ing data products from Freie Universität. Major parts of
the existing set-up could be re-used but had to be up-
dated. The layer menu had to be completely re-designed
as it was implemented statically and hard-wired into the
main code, which made it impossible to maintain and
updates its module dependencies. The most fundamental
changes to the HRSC Mapserver are:

• Integrated A-Frame panoramic views enabling
switching between map views and 3D/VR/AR
scenes

• Sidebar element for improved user experience on
mobile devices and small screens, based on (cite)

• LayerSwitcher element integrated into the sidebar,
based on (cite)

• Transition from OpenLayers 3 to OpenLayers 5 in-
volving a major migration from the underlying
Google™ Closure compiler infrastructure to ES-
based modules

• Usage of the Parcel packager to bundle the appli-
cation for production

• IAU2015-based Mars spatial reference system as
base reference

Data: The base layer of the customized map con-
sists of a merged data-set from three different instru-
ments. The Mars Express High-Resolution Stereo Cam-
era (HRSC, [2]) Mars-Chart 30 data [3] are used as ref-
erence data-sets providing the geodetically controlled to-
pography base and the seamless base imagery covering
the complete landing site.
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Figure 1: Flow chart of the web-GIS application’s general sys-
tem design outlining front-end (client) and back-end (server)
components.

33 single images of the Mars Reconnaissance Or-
biter (MRO) Context Camera (CTX, [4]), empirically
corrected for their inherent ”smile” effect and bundle-
adjusted with absolute geodetic control to the HMC-13E
tile [5]. The single CTX images have then been radio-
metrically normalized using the HMC13 tile as bright-
ness reference with the well-established methods from
[6], adapted to CTX. To provide the orbital image data
from the landing site in the highest available detail, we
included image and topography data from the MRO High
Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE, [7]).
We took the ortho-rectified image mosaic provided by
the Terrain Relative Navigation (TRN) team of the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) [8], which provided suffi-
cient alignment to the underlying CTX and HRSC refer-
ence data. All three data-sets have been colorized by the
HRSC color channels using pan-sharpening techniques
and logarithmically stretched to Byte format.

Outlook: The new web-GIS client presented here
will also serve as the prototype for the re-design of the
HRSC Mapserver for data dissemination and download.
Its unique features for single image visualization and
download will be implemented and integrated into the
new design.
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Figure 2: Jezero front-end showing the inflow-channel Neretva vallesJezero delta as a map frame. The droplet icons are clickable
and switch the interface from the web-based view to the 3D-virtual panorama view as seen in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Jezero front-end showing the 3D-virtual panorama view of the ”Pliva Vallis” outflow channel. The underlying A-Frame
library allows 360 degree-orientation in 3D or VR.
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